
UPG Champions 
Agreement Details 

The philosophy that guides this agreement is that UPG Champions make a voluntary contribution to 

UPG's activities for a given fiscal year. Nothing in this agreement compromises either the 

independence of a Champion or the independence of UPG to pursue their respective activities. 

Nothing in this agreement binds the Champion to a specific UPG activity. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

1. Champion Benefits and Term: United People

Global (UPG) commits to deliver the benefits

that the Champion receives as outlined in the

documents outlining the benefits to

individuals and to organisations. The term

covers the period of the calendar year of

acceptance: January to December. Other

than specific provisions in this Agreement,

neither the Champion nor UPG may

terminate this Agreement prior to the

conclusion of its term.

2. Criteria: Any individual or organisation may

make a commitment to be a UPG Champion.

UPG does not accept organisations whose

work is directly in the production of

tobacco or who manufacture or sell military

weapons. UPG also does not accept

organisations from any industry or economic

activity which is illegal in the prospective

Champion's country or territory of operation.

3. Acceptance: A Champion's application is

subject to acceptance and approval by

United People Global. Any non-acceptance

is communicated within 14 working days of

the receipt of both the commitment and the

financial contribution and in this case a

refund is effected less an administrative cost

contribu-tion of 5%.

8.

4. Contribution: Either at the time of appli-

cation, or within 30 days, the Champion

shall contribute to UPG in cash, the amount

-

pre-determined by for similar individuals and 

organisations. 

Acknowledgements: Depending on the 

pre-determined benefits outlined in the rel

evant documents at the time of application, 

Champions may be acknowledged on UPG's 

main website and in UPG's Annual Report. 

The Champion may also be acknowledged 

in UPG's digital applications and at specific 

events. Acknowledgements may involve dis

playing the Champion's name, logo, trade

mark and linking to their website. 

Reporting and Impact: The Champion will 

have access to an electronic form of UPG's 

Annual Report for the fiscal year in which 

they are Champions. This Annual Report is an 

accountability mechanism that is one more 

way to see the direct impact of the commit

ment that Champions make to UPG. 

Supports Entire Fiscal Year: This contribution 

is not given or compensated pro rata, instead 

it is registered as enabling support for all UPG 

activities during a given year. 

Non-Commercial Relationship: The Champi

on must avoid any actions, which compro

mise the non-commercial nature of UPG ac

tivities. Furthermore the Champion agrees 

not to use UPG's logo on any type of material 

or in their marketing, public relations or oth

er activities (digital or printed or otherwise). 








